New Committee Considers
Phys. Ed. - Athletics Split

By Helene Zuckerbrod
and
John Aneson

Definition of the role of athletics and the relationship between the health and physical education dept. and the athletic program will be the goals of a committee to be developed to investigate the alleged separation between those two elements of MSC.

At the present time, a newly-appointed committee is working "to establish a larger committee truly representative of the college community, faculty, and students," according to Dr. Harry H. Hoitsma, assistant professor of health and physical education and chairman of the infant committee. Other committee members include Mr. William P. Dioguardi, director of athletics; Dr. Richard W. Tews, physical education dept. chairman; and Dr. Hazel M. Wacker, professor of health and physical education.

Much of the controversy surrounding recent activities of the Montclair Athletic Commission (MAC) centers around the hiring of Mr. Clary Anderson, former Montclair High School football coach, as assistant athletic director, football, basketball, and baseball coach, and supervisor for summer maintenance of Sprague field.

In the past, a screening committee under the direction of Tews appraised all candidates. Candidates also had to have teaching positions under the physical education dept. As a result of the circumstances surrounding the Anderson affair, disagreements over the hiring of coaches has arisen.

In order to insure the educational values of coaching, Tews feels the hiring of coaches should come under the auspices of the physical education dept. On the other hand, Dioguardi favors hiring through the athletic dept. to alleviate the tenure aspect of the professor-coach situation in firing said coaches. This change in policy has prompted many people to believe that the two departments have split.

In a recent article in the MONTCLARION, Tews emphasized that "while legally there is no separation between the physical education and athletic departments, the hiring of Anderson as a full time coach without (his) knowledge or consent forms an automatic separation between the two departments."

According to Dr. T. Richardson, "the question raised is how to organize a good physical education program and a successful athletic program." Adding "that in order to have good athletics, the program must combine the educational value with the competitive value." Richardson feels that the sustenance of hiring coaches to do a job that includes teaching and coaching could be questioned.

In regard to questions charging the "loading" of the future committee, Hoitsma stressed the "we can assure (that the committee) will be fairly representative of all sides," by approaching the question as objectively as possible, welcoming all ideas, and by considering all organizations in regards to membership. Final proposals will be sent to the coordinating committee -- the main student-faculty-administrative committee -- for study and recommendations following discussion in an open forum. Final action on all decisions will be taken by the Board of Trustees.

"The above approach," according to Richardson, "provides for a full review of goals, organizations, and responsibility and then the development of a plan that will serve Montclair not only for the moment but also will take into account future growth and development."
MSC Courses Study Black World

By Roberta Kuehl
New Editor

The poetry of Senghor, the Rift Commission Report, Swahili, the art of Sub-Saharan Africa, the family of Man, the drums of Olatunji. A long-neglected study is finally becoming a reality at Montclair State University... the study of the Negro. Increased understanding and appreciation for the black culture and heritage are the objectives most often mentioned by the faculty members presently teaching Negro courses.

"A stranger comes from some distant corner of Europe... he observes carefully... but his mentality is such that he cannot always understand the rich but complex soul of Africa."

Mrs. Jeannine Barrett, assistant professor of English, has chosen this quote by Thiam to Illustrate her reasons for teaching African Myth and Literature. Through a personal selection of African myths and literary selections she hopes to enable her students to grasp the real spirit of African culture and civilization that existed before the coming of the Europeans, to explore the universality of African motifs in literature, to understand the complexity of what formerly seemed simple.

The rejection of imposed European values and the search for identity by Africans, known as Negritude, is another concept Mrs. Barrett wishes to investigate. A specialist in mythology, Mrs. Barrett states, "This course is a confrontation for me through literature with bits of the past unconsciously rejected. For others, it is a confrontation with a culture, a way of thinking, which seems so extremely different in thought and temperament. For all, it is a discovery of fragments of self."

Mr. Walter Kops, associate professor of history, life-long interest in minorities has prompted him to teach about the Negro in U.S. History. Prior to World War II, Kops has been interested in the aspirations of blacks, has taught in Plainfield, N.J. and last year attended a conference at Duke University on the teaching of Negro history in colleges. According to Kops, the students "tools with which to evaluate contemporary problems" and hopes they will "use the information for their own interpretations." She describes her course as "a historical discipline that is not directed to present problems, but stems from them."

"Hamjumbo, rafiki zangu?" or "Hello, my friend!" is Mr. Samuel Ngiyi's Swahilian greeting to Montclair State. The language, Ngiyi teaches is correctly known as Kikwahili and is composed of 65-70% African, 20-25% Arabic, and a mixture of Portuguese, Hindi, and English. By teaching this language, which is one of the seven international languages, Ngiyi wants to give his students an idea of the language in both its written and spoken forms through the use of texts and tapes. He plans to expand the course in the future.

To the suggestion that perhaps Swahili is a little-used language, Ngiyi replied that it is "politically misused." He says that in the past he "sneakily" introduced the language, with a great demand for teachers in the New York area. Originally from Kenya, Ngiyi points out that Zanzibar is the birthplace of Kikwahili and the people of Tanzania consider it their national language. He finds that many Africans are reacting to imposed European tongues and are now eager to learn Kikwahili.

To "appreciate, rather than develop an expertise" on the Arts of Africa is what Dr. Gordon S. Plummer, chairman of the fine arts dept., intends for his students. A native of England and recent doctoral graduate from Indiana University, Plummer presents a "not highly scholastic approach, but rather a media-involved experience in which the students can heighten their awareness of the art of Sub-Saharan Africa by carving, mask-making, and possibly, making slides of African works."

Two years professional consultant to businesses and police, and sensitivity training, Seely is presently working on a masters in business administration. Seely feels that by pointing these things out he will "give the students an honest, realistic sense of what the black family is."

Mrs. Emily Waters teaches the course Influence of Afro-American Culture on Music. Plummer, chairman of the fine arts department, intends for his students. A native of England and recent doctoral graduate from Indiana University, Plummer presents a "not highly scholastic approach, but rather a media-involved experience in which the students can heighten their awareness of the art of Sub-Saharan Africa by carving, mask-making, and possibly, making slides of African works."

Two years professional consultant to businesses and police, and sensitivity training, Seely is presently working on a masters in business administration. Seely feels that by pointing these things out he will "give the students an honest, realistic sense of what the black family is." He intends to "get young blacks and whites to see, by historical and sociological means, the social illusions under which the art of Sub-Saharan Africa is created, mask-making, and possibly, making slides of African works."

Mrs. Emily Waters teaches the course Influence of Afro-American Culture on Music. Waters teaches the course Influence of Afro-American Culture on Music. This summer Mrs. Waters attended a workshop at Indiana University that, for her, "opened a new interest in music as an intercultural discipline." She admits that "I've never really appreciated jazz before this summer. I was a halfway listener before this summer."

After many years of training in classical music, Mrs. Waters states, "I've never forsaken my Western training because I have begun to appreciate other musical idioms. Rather I would emphasize the fact that I've had my musical horizons in a thoroughly enjoyable way."

"A positive goal is to generate this kind of excitement in students."
Urban Study Starts

By Barbara Jean Minor
Staff Reporter

In an attempt to establish better communications among different groups on campus, in the community and industries, an Urban Awareness Workshop was recently organized by the MSC Urban Institute. It held its first meetings on the evenings of Oct. 10 and 11 in College Hall.

Mr. James Harris, MSC academic counselor, stated that the Urban Awareness Workshop "will help clarify the college's role in urban programs, by promoting an open arena of discussions among faculty, students, community and industrial representatives." He also commented that he expects the program to be very successful because "people are showing an interest in it."

Harris, a 1968 graduate of MSC who worked last year with the Urban Institute, was asked to recruit participants for the workshop. Explaining the significance of the new program, he said, "The college can no longer live in a vacuum, surrounded by urban groups." He added that he believes "better communication" can be achieved at the workshop meetings, where participants form several groups, choose topics which are of particular interest to them, and are given a chance to express themselves and their ideas.

Harris also explained that professional leaders guide the discussions within the groups. Student assistants also help direct the discussions, but the participants decide on the subjects to be discussed. Harris stated that some of the topics which should aid communication include "the pros and cons of urban studies, the presence of blacks on campus, and how the college can respond to the needs of both urban and non-urban students."

When asked if he felt that the Urban Awareness Workshop will be successful in accomplishing its aims, Harris replied that the first meetings showed this. He explained that there was a "crowded situation" at these meetings, indicating a real interest in the program.

He said that because the workshop provides an opportunity for all people on campus and in the community to share their feelings and opinions, the program should prove quite valuable in promoting communication and understanding among all groups. He feels that this will greatly benefit the college.

Mall Petition Underway

By Patricia M. Romanish
Staff Reporter

Chains still block the road in front of Life Hall, currently known as the pedestrian mall, while petitions calling for the reopening of the road still circulate.

The eight copies of a petition originated by senior chemistry major Ward Nelson warn commuters that the two remaining entrances to parking areas will be either "impassable during bad weather or will remain inadequate."

"Unless the mall road is opened," Nelson said, "these access roads will be even more congested than at present and will be extremely hazardous under icy conditions."

Having originated and circulated the petitions, Nelson also hopes to collect them and submit the lists to Mr. Vincent B. Calabrese, vice-president of business and financial services at MSC. However, Nelson expressed disappointment that, "many commuters who I know are dissatisfied with the barricade will not sign the petition. He added, "They just don't want to get involved."

In spite of the slow movement of the petitions, Nelson said, "I hope to see the mall opened to commuters before the snow falls."

GRAND OPENING SALE

HAIR TREK INC.
415 BLOOMFIELD AVE
MONTCLAIR NEW JERSEY
07042 Tel. 744-4767

The season's newest and most exciting item from Hair Trek Inc.

The KANEKION WIG retails for $24.95

NOW on SALE for $14.95

In either straight or curly styles
also a complete line of 100% hairgoods
Introducing the TREKTIQUE
Featuring exciting Boutique items for the todays world

Complete styling and servicing on all hair goods — same day service.

10% student discounts on human hair items.

Free parking in rear.
It's Cahill for Governor

With today's edition of the MONTCLARION, we break a long-standing policy of keeping mum about endorsing political candidates. It is our view that when candidates make statements regarding our interests, we cannot be content to sit on the sidelines just to watch the game go on. Therefore, we feel compelled to register a few remarks about the current gubernatorial stakes.

Generally, the campaign for Jersey Governor has been based on the personal lives of the two key men running for office, rather than concentrating on basic issues. Both Democrat Robert B. Meyner and Republican William T. Cahill have been issuing low-keyed, lukewarm position papers regarding today's main issues: education, urban aid, statewide crime, ad infinitum. Both, however, squawk about sources of personal income, campaign expenses and other trivia.

These types of diversions tactics are certainly resentful. But at the same time candidate Cahill has been taking a sensible approach to the situation. The GOP contender has opened his private and business records to public examination, while former Gov. Meyner has kept the lid sealed on what he calls his "private business."

Meyner, while a capable establishment-oriented former governor, is a relic of a bygone political era. His enemies and errors were made in the 1950s. And even the Democratic-controlled boss-machine of Hudson county has turned against him. Significantly, the former governor, in our opinion, is ill-prepared to govern this state in the 1970s.

On the other hand, Cahill has recognized many of the important state problems, and he plans to do something about them. Cahill called existing higher education conditions an "outrage," and said a thorough reorganization was mandatory.

He has called for a complete overhaul of the state's draft board system because of "discriminatory conditions." The GOP contender said the black population of New Jersey is 8.5%, yet there are no black members of the state's 176 draft boards.

He is supporting low-income housing in urban areas; broadened technical planning on the urban level to attract more industry; and wider planning assistance to counties and municipalities.

Finally, Cahill has recommended that policemen receive training in constitutional law, sociology and neighborhood relations.

We think William T. Cahill should be the next governor of New Jersey.

There is no doubt that today's 18-year-old is acutely aware of the political, social and economic crises affecting New Jersey. Especially, today, with the great effect that mass media has on elections and social and economic crises affecting New Jersey citizens.
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Vote 18

There is no doubt that today's 18-year-old is acutely aware of the political, social and economic crises affecting New Jersey. Especially, today, with the great effect that mass media has on elections and politics, and the exposure to mass media that today's young people have had, the 18-through-21 age group is more greatly involved in campaigns and other political fields than his parents were in their youth.

The amount of effort that the 18-to-21 group have put into obtaining the power the vote is evidence enough of their honest desire to take a part in this nation's legislative process. We believe that their efforts should receive the support of all New Jersey citizens.
They Disagree on The Drug Problem

By Janice Salerno
Staff Reporter

New Jersey gubernatorial hopefuls Cahill and Meyner disagree in their approach to solving existing problems of narcotics addiction in the state.

Cahill believes the addicts should be confined in treatment centers until cured. The program he would institute would be similar to the one in New York which included commitment of addicts. He says that, until now, no one realized the extent of the narcotics problem; therefore, it isn’t provided for properly. Treatment centers, he believes, would enable an addict to obtain professional help in seeking a care from narcotics addiction.

Cahill said the penalties for the use of marijuana by young first offenders should be lightened. He said these young people should not be saddled with a criminal record after their first offense. He did say, however, that he would not allow any other effort to lighten the laws or penalties concerned with marijuana.

Meyner sees no reason for any change in the law. He believes that education about drugs can help in the decrease of narcotic addiction.

The way to cure addicts is another matter that came under discussion by both candidates. Cahill believes methadone, a drug used to treat addicts as a heroin substitute, has proven itself. He says it is an effective and inexpensive way to combat drug addiction. He believes that methadone checks addiction, which would check the crime rate; crimes are often committed by addicts needing money to support their habits.

DRUG SUBSTITUTION

Meyner prefers to give this drug a further testing. Experimentation is being done on it and he would like to see it continue. He questions the efficacy of the treatment. Meyner believes the methadone treatment is simply the substitution of one addictive drug for another. He would prefer to see a method initiated which would result total abstinence from drugs.

Cahill said he never would have initiated the program if he had had to make the decision. He feels there should be a greater emphasis on the intelligence in the counter-narcotics field and less on border checks. He did say the program dramatized the fight against marijuana.

Meyner believes the program was established with an earnest desire to cut down the available supply of marijuana. He hopes it does not harm U.S. relations with Mexico, since that country is not the sole source of the marijuana supply...
By Raymond Paul

Theater at Millburn is "Cabaret," old chum

Review by: Maurice Moran Jr.
Drama/Arts Editor

Sitt, buck, enjoy, enjoy . . . and so the audience of the Papermill comic lines and catchy musical bienvenus. . . Welcome to Berlin. Broadway musical of a few curtain closes the first act that course, the ensemble of girls in man each week and kills the Adolf Hitler on the rise and says:

"Life is a cabaret, old chum . . ."

Universal suburbanite, who says musical. It is a portrayal of the markings: The Kit Kat Klub 'What can happen?' This is the mid-November.

Stevie Wonder’s "Here Comes The Summer" created much talk, but the show is not great and perhaps this is the steel band from the isle of Trinidad. The group is here in the United States, having just come out of Africa in September. They are here because of a great love for the American visitor to Berlin, Clifford Bradshaw, is played by John Cunningham, also the star of the Broadway version. Singing "Why Should I Wake Up?" he soon finds the answer to his own question when he reads part of "Mein Kampf" and sees a friend completely change from man to monster when Herr Schultz (a Jew) sings about the "Meeskite monster when Herr Schultz (a Jew) sings about the "Meeskite monsters."

"Willkommen . . . Soyez bienvenus . . ."

It is a portrayal of the universal suburbanite, who says "Life is a cabaret, old chum . . ." so forget the world around you. "Willkommen . . . Soyez bienvenus . . ."

"Willkommen . . . Soyez bienvenus . . ."

Stein drums from Trinidad
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are your contact lenses
more work than
they’re worth?

If you’re tired of using two or more separate solutions to take care of your contact lenses, we have the solution. It’s Lensine the all-purpose lens solution for complete contact lens care—preparing, cleaning, and soaking. Just a drop or two of Lensine will gently clean and condition your contacts so that you can insert your contacts coats and lubricates the lens surface making it smoother and non-irritating.

Cleaning your contacts with Lensine retards the buildup of foreign deposits on the lenses. Lensine is sterile, self-sanitizing, and antiseptic making it ideal for storage of your lenses between wearing periods. And you get a removable storage case on the bottom of every bottle, another bonus.

Lenses exclusive for proper lens hygiene. It has been demonstrated that improper storage between wearing may result in the growth of bacteria on the lenses. And you get a removable storage case on the bottom of every bottle, a useful tool.

Bacteria cannot grow in Lensine. Caring for contact lenses can be convenient using them with Lensine, from the Murine Company, Inc.

WHY'S A NICE GIRL
LIKE YOU FEELING

EVERY MONTH? THAT'S PREHISTORIC!

You’re not as tiny as you think. It's only temporary, you know. A monthly problem. But who cares when you have that puffy, flawed, OOS, I'm so fat feeling?

TRENDRAY help keep you slim as you are all month long. It’s modern diuretic, water-reducing action controls temporary normal and unusual weight gain. That can be up to 7 pounds! Start taking TRENDRAY to 7 days before that time. It’ll help you look better and feel better.

TRENDRAY. IT MAKES YOU GLOO A GIRL!
Women dorm residents are now considering a closed dorm policy. According to Alice Gertz, vice-president of the dorm council, students, teachers, and staff have voted to institute this policy, allowing access into the girls' rooms at specified hours.

"It seems almost unanimous that the girls are in favor of the new policy," said Miss Gertz. The policy was initiated last spring in the midst of storms. However, dorm committee composed of the three dorm representatives, desk girls and other students in studying brochures of other colleges which have instituted this policy.

If passed, the resolution must be presented to President Thomas H. Richardson and coordinators of the residence halls.

Previously, men have been allowed in the dormitory during an open house held in the spring and fall. Last year, the curfew was extended to 2 a.m. on Friday and Saturday nights, and during Homecoming '69, there was an unlimited curfew. Miss Gertz feels that "each step has been a step towards independence, the girls have learned to handle things in a more adult manner."

The questionnaire, written by Belinda Balantine and Valerie Penka, was circulated among the women residents. It concerns questions on the open dorm policy about hours, dress code, and signing-in.

Votes are still in the process of being tallied; if it is passed, the dorm policy will go into effect next semester.

Committee on Committees
Participation Aids Operation

By Helene Zuckerbrod
Asst. News Editor

Student equity student-faculty participation sharing responsibilities These, according to Dr. Samson McDowell, vice-president of instruction and chairman of the MSC Committees on Committees, are the purposes of that and other self-committees.

"In order to have an effective, operating college, the college requires the active participation of all faculty members and students in order to get any cooperation," said McDowell.

The Committee on Committees, said McDowell, is composed of administrative, faculty, and student representatives. This year's members include: McDowell; Mr. Anthony R. Koelt, associate dean of instruction; Dr. Hugh Allen, professor of physics and science education; Dr. Leonard J. Buchner, director of psychological services and professor of psychology; Dr. Earl E. Mosier, professor of education; Kenneth Traynor, SGA president; and Greg Doucette, SGA vice-president.

A committee on committees is frequently created on universities and colleges to fill in the numerous committees necessary to keep the institution "an enterprise rolling," stressed McDowell.

Though having no legislative power, "the committee on committees chooses the chairmen of the various committees. "We take great care to be reasonably sure that a responsive person heads each committee," he added.

Membership on all committees, said McDowell, is on a voluntary basis. Faculty and students request to be placed on specific committees. Each roster of committees, he explained, is then presented for student-faculty consultation in an executive meeting of the Committee on Committees.

"It's a matter of choice," added McDowell. "We just put it together.

While the various committees cover all areas of campus operations, the Committee on Committees chooses the chairmen of the committees at the end of the year, which, in turn, refers them to the faculty and administrative councils for study. If considered feasible and necessary, these committees will attempt to implement them.

Get Together

Jersey City State President Installed

By Katherine Vargo
Staff Reporter

JERSEY CITY — Dr. James H. Mullen, the new president of Jersey City State College, compared the college campuses to metaphorically to a "small society."

In his inaugural speech, Mullen called for the JCSC community to "come together" and attempt to solve existing problems. Acting administrator since August, Mullen was formally installed on Oct. 8. He feels that if the conflicts on the campuses can be worked out by the joint efforts of students and faculty, then society as a whole will benefit from one group's progress.

Amidst racial tension on the college campuses, colleges and universities throughout the nation are instituting racial studies in their curriculums. However, Mullen said in his speech that this is only a step in attempting to study minority groups. In the future, he added, he wants to institute courses on Spanish-speaking and other minority factions. By studying the history of other peoples, he feels a deeper insight will be gained into existing differences.

Before coming to JCSC two years ago, Mullen was the former vice-president for academic affairs and professor of economics at Rider College, Trenton. Earlier he worked in the admissions office at the University of Pennsylvania. His degrees include a B.A., M.B.A., and a Ph.D., all from the University of Pennsylvania.

Dr. Edward J. Meade Jr., chairman of the board of trustees at JSCC, installed Mullen as the eighth president. Mullen, at 44, became the youngest president since the founding of the college in 1927.

Ralph A. Dungan, chancellor of higher education in New Jersey, was the chief guest speaker at the installation. In greeting Mullen on his new office, Dungan stressed what the duty of a college president should be. He said "the college president should work towards peace between black and white students by not favoring one group over the other."

Dr. Edward J. Meade Jr., chairman of the board of trustees at JSCC, installed Mullen as the eighth president. Mullen, at 44, became the youngest president since the founding of the college in 1927.
By Celeste Faione  
Staff Reporter

Anti-semitism and race prejudice were charged against the Gothic Times, student newspaper at Jersey City State College. The charges were levied by Morris J. Janoff, publisher of the Jewish Standard, a metropolitan area newspaper.

Entitled "Golds Lost and the Three Blacks" the story is modeled after the Goldblacks legend. According to the editor of the Gothic Times, Edward Kleinman, was intended as a "social commentary.

Janoff's objections to the article were specifically directed against the obscenities within the article and what he felt was inference to Jewish slum owners' exploitation of black occupants.

Speaking and according to the anti-semitic overtones, Kleinman commented that he "never expected that (anti-semitism) would be picked out of it.

He also stated, "I'm a Jew myself and suggested that the writer of the story Peter Halgrén, the journalist in charge of the Gothic Times, intended it as a "guideline on stereotyped and the wishfully libel.

Expressing his hope that censorship does not result from the controversy, Kleinman believes that "a newspaper has to be free.

While Kleinman felt that opposition to the article was excessive, Janoff stated that, "other letters will be printed that suggest that the article had been labeled at satiric strike, such strong repugnations might not have resulted.

The college editor further stated that the language which Janoff objected to as obscene four letter words should not have been censored, especially in the context of the Gothic Times. Kleinman reported that "it's use was for shock value, and it was used in the makeup of the controversy.

Kleinman insisted that the writer of the story Peter Halgrén, a concept in Gothic Times, interpreted it as a "handout on stereotypes and the wishfully libel.

Unlike previous years, the TRY program is allowing its students more opportunities to choose courses they wish to follow rather than those chosen by the administration.

There has been a change in the counseling services offered to TRY students, the counseling services have now been incorporated into the regular student government counseling program with special TRY advisers working with the guidance department in order to afford the students every possible opportunity.

The money, not ordinarily collected in the college, but allocated in order to finance the educations of TRY students, is provided under the State Legislature Education Act of 1968 (the Educational Opportunity Grant Program). The EOPG requires specific qualifications for poverty level eligibility.

Montclair State College has pioneered the idea that it is the only college in the country offering a program like TRY to graduate students. At present there are 38 graduate students on TRY, three-quarters are black or Spanish-speaking.

According to Dr. George G. King, director of the Montclair State Urban Institute and former head of the TRY program, future years will bring about a growth of the graduate program and an expansion of the counseling services offered to not only TRY students but to all students.

Buildings Include Home for Commuters

DETROIT (IP) - Can the commuting student ever have a home away from home, some small corner of the campus that even for a few minutes he might call his own? A new report prepared by Wayne State University faculty and students after a year's research provides some possible solutions.

The report, entitled "The Commuting Student," was written by Prof. Richard F. Ward, geology, and Theodore E. Kur, a consulting architect. It was financed by a 1967 grant from the Laboratories, Inc. Excerpts follow:

A sense of community seems to be of particular importance to the beginning full time student. By a system of related spaces for classrooms, faculty and counseling offices, study lounges, and carrels, recreation and eating, clusters of students could naturally form and support the interest and mutual potential to an education. This continuum of relationships embraces all of the academic areas to the student day - from active to passive.

The Urban Collegiate, therefor, is not a center or building as such for commuter students. It is a way of organizing the facilities so that the student's daily life is focused more consistently on an educational framework with his effort to improve himself and his company.

Glassboro's 'Lox' Shocks Jewish Community

JCSC Offends Jewish Community

By Mary Jean Stryder

Staff Reporter

Project TRY (Talents Research for Youth), under the sponsorship of the Urban Institute, is sponsoring 18 new students for the '69-'70 academic year at Montclair State an increase of 93 students over last year.

The TRY program, headed by Mr. Curtis Jackson, provides special compensatory education and counseling services for students wishing to acquire a college education.

Unlike previous years, the TRY program is allowing its students more opportunities to choose courses they wish to follow rather than those chosen by the administration.

There has been a change in the counseling services offered to TRY students, the counseling services have now been incorporated into the regular student government counseling program with special TRY advisers working with the guidance department in order to afford the students every possible opportunity.

The money, not ordinarily collected in the college, but allocated in order to finance the educations of TRY students, is provided under the State Legislature Education Act of 1968 (the Educational Opportunity Grant Program). The EOPG requires specific qualifications for poverty level eligibility.

Montclair State College has pioneered the idea that it is the only college in the country offering a program like TRY to graduate students. At present there are 38 graduate students on TRY, three-quarters are black or Spanish-speaking.

According to Dr. George G. King, director of the Montclair State Urban Institute and former head of the TRY program, future years will bring about a growth of the graduate program and an expansion of the counseling services offered to not only TRY students but to all students.

Princeton Exchanges Prosfs. with Rutgers

By Lynn Coccio

Staff Reporter

An intensified exchange teaching program between Princeton and Rutgers universities has been recently approved. The exchange, which was agreed upon by university presidents Robert Goheen of Princeton and Mason W. Gross of Rutgers, allows a limitless number of professors to teach one course at the other school on a strictly volunteer basis.

According to John Fenton, Princeton's public relations director, the program is designed to make a more intensive use of teaching specialists within each college. For example, if a Princeton professor is well suited to teaching an Afro-American history course, he may be "loaned" to the Rutgers history department. There, this faculty member will conduct classes in his specialty for Rutgers students, while at the same time continuing his Princeton duties.

According to Jessie Steinbach, Rutgers' assistant news director, a professor cannot be loaned to the other school unless both he AND his department come to an agreement.

An agreement would have to take into consideration salary rates, and the number of semesters during which a faculty member would be performing dual tasks. Another item brought out by Mrs. Steinbach is that in actuality, the Princeton-Rutgers faculty exchange has been going on for quite some time. However, thru the efforts of Dean Henry Winkler, Rutgers' vice-provost and dean of faculty, a new and better mechanism was recently set up involving the lending of professors. Such a mechanism, noted Mrs. Steinbach, enables professors to be exchanged more easily and efficiently, thereby intensifying the program.
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Hockey Team Faces 4-0 Loss

By Patricia Simpson

Staff Reporter

With 11 girls on the field, "things are kind of rough with only 12 out for the team," sighed Pam Clause, left fullback on Montclair's varsity field hockey team, after Friday's loss against undefeated Trenton State.

In a fast-moving, mostly defensive game, Montclair held the score to 4-0.

"We were at our first disadvantage," said Miss Clause of the Oct. 17 game at Douglass College, "when we lost our goalie, Ellen John, on a knee injury and had to play the game one short."

In that game, center forward Barbara Crane made a solid shot to the upper right corner of the Oct. 17 game at Douglass College, "but for all women's disliking in the turnout this year, not only for field hockey, but for all women's activities," the WRA is a division of the Montclair Athletic Commission and is affiliated with the New Jersey Athletic Association.

Besides varsity programs in gymnastics, track and field, modern dance, basketball, volleyball, fencing, archery, tennis, swimming, and softball are available.

A student-run organization, the WRA also handles such activities as cheerleading, color guard and marching bands.

Optimistic despite their lack of bench strength, the girls are looking forward to a victory on Nov. 3 against Paterson State. The game will be played at Kimberly, a local private girls' school, due to lack of facilities at the Montclair campus. Marilyn Burk, former halfback, will take over as goalie.

STUDYING THE SEPARATION between physical education and athletics are Dr. Hazel Wacker and Dr. Harry Holtsma. Remaining committee members are still to be chosen.

Hockey Team Faces 4-0 Loss

By Donald S. Rosser
Special to the Montclarion

State certification of teachers or schools periodically enrages some critics. The latest to launch a salvo is Alvin O. Langdon, who runs a mail-order college from his Columbus, Ohio, home.

Langdon's school is called Ohio Christian College. "For $350," reports the Ohio Education Association, (OEA) "it's possible to get a Ph.D. in a matter of weeks."

Langdon complains: "This whole matter of accreditation is a real problem. It's an old, archaic, outmoded system."

Langdon formerly operated Central Christian College, but in 1965 the State of West Virginia refused to give him his school a license. That's when Langdon moved to Ohio, which has no state certification law.

Now, however, the Ohio Legislature is considering a bill which would establish a state licensing board for private colleges. Any institution not licensed by the board could not operate in Ohio.

Langdon told the OEA: "I'm not surprised at all to see someone try to get me. All my life, everything I've accomplished has been done under all kinds of strife because I made some mistakes many years ago.

"People always want to emphasize the bad things - like my prison record. That was 30 years ago, and I haven't had so much as a parking ticket since.

"Langdon's operations caused a stir recently when the Pennsylvania State Department of Education refused to recognize degrees that 12 Pennsylvania school administrators had received from Ohio Christian. The refunds were based on the fact that Ohio Christian "is not accredited by any recognized agency," says OEA. Langdon threatened suit to compel Pennsylvania to recognize their degrees.

Ohio Christian is one of a national chain of colleges affiliated with the Calvary Grace Christian Churches of Faith, an international general superintendent for Calvary Grace Christian Churches of Faith, says OEA, is Herman Keck of Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

The only organizations which accredit Ohio Christian College are the National Credentialed Accrediting Association and the Association of Fundamental Institutions of Religious Education. The first organization, reports OEA, is run by Langdon; the second by Keck. The OEA report adds, "The certificate of accreditation from the NEAA hanging in his front hall is signed by 19-year-old Gene Thompson, who lives in a boys' home which Langdon also runs. Thompson is listed as registrar of Ohio Christian College."

A Ph.D. is not the only title available from Langdon's mail-order school. Also listed are master's degrees, bachelor's degrees, associate degrees, honorary degrees, and a number of theological degrees.

Upon reflection, most critics of certification realize that what they oppose is a particular standard, policy, or rule - but not the principle of state certification over an important public service.

Generally, only critics with very special interests oppose the principle.

All Out for Soccer

Anyone who attended the night soccer game at Sprague field against Paterson State will agree that the Montclair State College soccer team has displayed its worth of being an integral part of the athletic department. A game that turned out to view the tremendous game should be commended on its interest and active participation.

Mr. Walter Shields should also be thanked for his excellent announcing job. He not only served as an announcer, but also administered the standard procedures that are expected of him.
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"People always want to emphasize the bad things - like my prison record. That was 30 years ago, and I haven't had so much as a parking ticket since.
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Anyone who attended the night soccer game at Sprague field against Paterson State will agree that the Montclair State College soccer team has displayed its worth of being an integral part of the athletic department. A game that turned out to view the tremendous game should be commended on its interest and active participation.

Mr. Walter Shields should also be thanked for his excellent announcing job. He not only served as an announcer, but also administered the standard procedures that are expected of him. This position, but also explained certain key situations which was helpful to the spectators, most of whom knew nothing about the game.

I think that the players and coaches should be acknowledged as a highly respected group, and the athletic department give deep thought to bringing our soccer team back to the campus.

The future of soccer at Montclair State College is up and coming and I sincerely hope that the team has continued success. Let's get out there and support them.

Linda Warner, '70, physical education.
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Gymnast Gail Bakker

Coaches Women's Team

By Patricia Simpson
Staff Reporter

Canadian representative in the 1964 Olympics at Tokyo, Mrs. Gail Bakker is here at Montclair State as a graduate assistant in the women's gymnastic team.

Using her experience as a competitive gymnast, Mrs. Bakker introduces the members of the team to the techniques of her field.

Stressing feminine grace at all times, Mrs. Bakker explains that gymnastic ability is "not so much a matter of strength as it is coordination and timing. The trick is not to look muscular but to have body control and endurance. This is important in competition where you are judged on precision to the finest detail. Keeping trim is half the battle." To prove her point, she has put the whole team on a diet.

Mrs. Bakker entered the 1962 World Games in Czechoslavakia at the tender age of 16 and placed third for all around performance in the 1963 Pan American Games at Brazil.

A former undergraduate of Southern Illinois University, Mrs. Bakker came to New Jersey when she met her husband, an undergraduate at MSC at the time.

To date, no definite schedule of team events has been decided on, says Mrs. Bakker. She is planning two meets and two exhibitions which have yet to be approved.

She says the girls will concentrate on routines for the balance beam, the horse, and uneven parallel bars. At present, they are restoring their muscles with isometric exercises.

The petite athlete calls herself a "tough coach" and marvels at the keen interest shown by the girls. "These girls are very enthusiastic and I think it's great. I have no incentives to offer them of team events has been decided on, says Mrs. Bakker. She is planning two meets and two exhibitions which have yet to be approved.

She says the girls will concentrate on routines for the balance beam, the horse, and uneven parallel bars. At present, they are restoring their muscles with isometric exercises.
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One belt is the lightly shaped Norfolk, in English corduroy lined with wool. Or in wool twills lined with Orlon® pile. 36 to 46. $37.50

The other belt is the bush coat, also shaped, in pure wool plaids, or pure wool twills, with two bellows and two mull pockets. S.M.L.XL. Unlined $25. Orlon piled-lined $35. P.S. The belt detaches for those who'd rather not be belted constantly.

OLYMPIC GYMNAST: Mrs. Gail Bakker, now a graduate assistant in the physical education dept. had entered the 1962 games at the age of 16. She now coaches the MSC women's gymnastic team.
The Monclair State College soccer team, rated eighth of the top 10 teams in the nation, extended its winning streak to nine games. The varsity booters are now sporting a 9-0 record.

The defense has allowed only six goals to be scored against them, in the past nine games. Goalie Roman Hancyz, a freshman, has posted five shut-outs so far this season, while the Montclair offensive team has helped by scoring 45 goals in nine games.

Arvi Saar, MSC's All-American fullback, has already boosted the defense by his splendid performance so far this season.
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